MARITIME ON-LINE
SHIP REPORTING FACTS
MOL SUMMARY
Maritime On-Line® (MOL) integrates TRACS, Ship Reporting, NOA/D On-Line, and the
Automatic Identification System in a comprehensive maritime information web portal. Through a
single login account, subscribers can access a vessel’s schedule, manifest data, notice of
arrival/departure, and real-time position information.

SHIP REPORTING SUMMARY
Ship Reporting provides subscribers with information on ships currently in port, future estimated
activity, and historical vessel movement information. Since 1872, the Maritime Exchange has
reported this information to member businesses and organizations throughout the tristate
region.
In cooperation with the Pilots’ Association for the Bay and River Delaware, the Maritime
Exchange communicates with cargo vessels, tugs, and barges transiting regional waterways
and relays ship location, schedule changes, and other pertinent information to member
companies in real time.
In addition, Ship Reporting subscribers have access to a host of information about each vessel
and its schedule, such as arrival/departure dates/times, terminal/berth locations, and
load/discharge cargos. The system also provides vessel particular information, including owner
information, lengths and drafts, previous names, and identifying numbers from various vessel
registries.

SHIP REPORTING FEATURES


Provides detailed information relating to vessels due to arrive, currently in port, or sailed



Incorporates multiple terminal/anchorage arrivals for each port call



Allows users to locate and sort vessels by name, arrival date, or agent



Includes up to 45 data elements for each vessel/arrival



Delivers reports via scheduled distribution and allows on-demand access



Includes reports such as daily activity, short- and long-term estimated schedules, cargo
imported/exported, annual market shares, agent/tug activity, and many others



Offers a custom report writer for subscribers to design and save their own reports



Supported by Maritime Exchange staff 24 hours a day, 365 days a year
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